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Abstract:
Chemical looping syngas production is a two-step syngas fuel production process that produces CO and H 2.
The process is composed of two fluidized bed reactors (oxidation reaction and reduction reactor), oxygen
carriers (metal oxides) circulating between the two reactors. A comprehensive model is developed to
simulate the chemical looping water and carbon dioxide splitting in a dual fluidized bed reactors
interconnected with redox cycling between these two reactors through metal oxides (non-stoichiometric
ceria). An extensive FORTRAN subroutine is developed and hooked into Aspen plus V8.8 to appropriately
model the complexities of the bubbling fluidized bed reactor including the reaction kinetics. The model
developed has been validated for its hydrodynamics and kinetics level and individual correlation was
o
quantified for its validity. The reduction reactor is maintained between the temperatures 1300-1500 C. The
heat to attain this high temperature can be achieved with solar beam down tower. The oxidation reactor is
supplied with a mixture of CO2 and H2O with different mixture composition combining 60% and remaining N2.
o
The oxidation reactor temperature is varied between 700-1000 C to identify the maximum efficiency
achieved. It is found that the maximum efficiency achieved is 67.4% corresponding to highest temperature
difference between the reactors.
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1. Introduction
In the recent years, the direct use of non-fossil fuels synthetically developed starting from CO2 has
been explored as a contribution to the mitigation of fossil carbon emissions. One of the easiest way
of dealing the issue is to use carbon dioxide as reactant to prepare hydrocarbons, and to be used in
industrial applications [1]–[3]. One of the methods to use carbon dioxide as reactant to produce fuel
are thermochemical processes, which harness the solar energy by concentrated solar power systems
(CSP) supplying high temperature reactions (usually, chemical loops) that produce synthetic gas.
Processes such as steam reforming of methane, coal or biomass gasification, water splitting (WS) to
hydrogen, splitting of carbon dioxide (CDS) to form CO which is one of a constituent of syngas
require high temperature of operation. Among the existing thermochemical routes reforming is
considered to be performed at low temperatures compare to WS and CDS process [4].
Number of thermochemical cycles has been proposed with multiple steps: among those, two-step
based on oxide redox pair systems has shown great potential for synthetic solar fuel generation.
These thermochemical cycles operate on the principle of transition between higher valence oxidized
(MeOoxd) and lower valence reduced (MeOred) form of an oxide of a metal having multiple
oxidation states [5]. The first higher temperature endothermic step requires higher valence oxide of
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a metal that is undergoes a thermal reduction (TR), i.e., release of oxygen upon supply of external
heat to form a lower valence oxide of metal. In the second step, the reduced metal oxide is oxidized
back to higher valence state by taking oxygen from water and/or CO2, then resulting in H2 and CO
in WS and CDS reaction respectively. Here, Tred>Toxd is the thermodynamic demand for this
process to be attainable [6]. However the partial pressure change during the oxidation and reduction
affects the process drastically, and especially the reaction kinetics would play a role in defining the
overall efficiency of the process.

Thermal reduction (TR):

MeOoxd + (ΔH)  MeOred + 0.5O2 (g)

(1)

Water splitting (WS):

MeOred + H2O(g)  MeOoxd + H2 (g) + (ΔH)

(2)

Carbon dioxide splitting (CDS):

MeOred + CO2 (g)  MeOoxd + CO(g) + (ΔH)

(3)

The temperature and valence shift within the reaction is shown by a general schematic in figure 1:

Fig. 1 Schematic of two-step thermochemical redox cycle
The oxygen production during the first step depends on the reduction extent and the metal cation of
highest valence that is reduced. Highest possible dissociations are in principle sought, the higher the
oxygen released during dissociation the higher the oxygen taken from H2O and CO2 during
oxidation, resulting in higher H2 and CO production per mass of redox material and thus higher
efficiency [6]–[10]. The cycle efficiency is also defined as the higher heating value of the fuel
produced to the thermochemical cycle energy input. Some pairs are composed by metal oxide/metal
systems (such as ZnO/Z; SnO/Sn) or metal oxide/metal oxide systems (Fe3O4/FeO; Mn3O4/MnO;
CeO2/Ce2O3, etc) [10]. Other metals oxides tested are ferrites with different valences, Co3O4,
Nb2O5, WO3, SiO2, In2O3, CdO to name few [11]–[15].
CeO2 is largely investigated in literature for its structural, chemical and optical properties that make
it a promising material in several fields of applications, such as fuel cells, catalysis, CO 2 adsorbing
materials, nanofluids etc [16]. Furthermore, it is also demonstrated that the CeO2 preserves its
optical properties, even after several runs of thermal processes. It also shows very minimal effect of
sintering at high temperature with good attrition resistance and mechanical strength that makes it a
good candidate to investigate and use for large scale units for CO2/H2O splitting application [17].
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Furler et al. [18] investigated high flux solar simulator to study the feasibility of CeO2 based cavity
reactor. The study reported that the solar-to-fuel energy conversion efficiency which was defined as
calorific value of fuel produced to solar radiative energy through the reactor aperture and energy
penalty for using sweep inert gas was 1.73% with peak achieved as 3.53%. In order to improve the
system with respect to the scale and efficiency, a moving packed bed of reactive particle reactors
have been employed to investigate and analyse the efficiency [19]. The packed bed reactor
combines several features, essential to achieve high efficiency: spatial separation of pressures,
temperature and reaction products in the reactor, and solid-solid sensible heat recovery between
reaction steps, continuous on-sun operation and direct solar illumination of the working material.
They show that in a fully developed regime, using CeO2 as a reactive material, the conversion
efficiency of solar energy into H2 and CO at the design point can exceed 30%. The packed bed
operation limits the volume of the syngas production due to its limitation of lower gas inflows and
size of the reactor.
In the present work, a new model of solar reactor, based on a double-loop fluidized bed, involving
CeO2 is presented. The model presented in the study is developed considering the two fluidized bed
interconnected with CeO2 circulating between them. The fluidized beds were considered to be
operating in bubbling mode regime. The effect of temperature of the reactors and its effect on
efficiency have been investigated.

2. Model description
The model developed deals with two fluidized bed reactors in bubbling mode interconnected with
metal oxide circulating between them. Each fluidized bed model developed considers two different
zones: the bottom zone, also called as Dense Phase (DP) characterized by high solids volume
concentrations, and the upper dilute zone or Freeboard (FB) in which the solids volume
concentration decreases with increasing height. The bottom zone is modeled as a bubbling bed
according to Werther & Wein [20] and the upper dilute zone follows the approach according to
Kunnii & Levenspiel [21]. The void space within the bed can be characterized as having two
distinct phases: the bubble and the emulsion. These fluid dynamic models were used with other
correlations to describe the distribution of solids along the fluid bed, and for entrainment
considerations.

2.1 Hydrodynamics
There are a couple of phenomena occurring in the dense phase of the reactor that describe the
hydrodynamics in this phase. Arguably the most important set of parameters describing how the bed
operates is the minimum fluidization properties—velocity (umf) and voidage (εmf). These two
properties of the fluidized bed, or more rather particles within it, are used during the whole process
of modelling to calculate everything from actual bed voidage (εmf) to bubble rise velocity (ub).

Minimum fluidization voidage and minimum fluidization velocity
The parameters have been calculated based on the equations presented by [21] in table 1.
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Table 1. Hydrodynamics parameters used in the fluidized bed model
Reynolds number of the particle

Re p  33.72  0.04084 Arp  33.7

Reynolds number and Archimedes number
for minimum fluidization velocity

Re p  umf    d p / g ;

Arp  d p3   g  ( s   g )  g / g2

1.2
Maximum bubble volume before it detaches Vbo  1.138vor
/ g 0.6
orifice surface as
Initial bubble diameter
dbo  1.3 (uo  umf ) / Nor





0.4

/ g 0.2 ;

Nor

is

the

number of orifices.
Maximum bubble diameter

db (h)  dbm  (dbm  db 0 ) exp  0.3h / dt 



where dbm  0.649 At  uo  umf 



2

Bubble absolute rise velocity: general form

ub  u0  umf  ubr

bubble rise velocity

ubr  0.711 gdb

absolute bubble rise velocity

ub  1.55  (u0  umf )  14.1 (db  0.005) dt0.32  ubr

overall voidage of the bed

 f    (1   ) e

Solids volume fraction

s  1  f

bubble volume fraction

  (u0  umf ) / (ub  2  umf )

Emulsion velocity

ue  umf /  mf

Emulsion voidage  e



/  mf   (1   mf ) / (1   e )    ue / umf 
3

e

0.7

Elutriation of particles from the fluid bed
As the gas travels through the dense phase of the bed, bubbles grow and finally reach the border of
the dense phase zone. Kunii and Levenspiel [21] described mechanism which leads to ejection of
solid particles from the dense phase. Proposed behaviour of the phenomenon is connected to
bubbles bursting as they reach surface of the dense phase and subsequent transport of the lump of
solids travelling in the bubble wake into the freeboard due to its inertia. Another source of solids
material in the freeboard was observed by Rowe and Partridge [22]. They have noticed that
significant portion of solids did not come from the bubble wake, but from the particles present in
front of the bubble when it burst. There is little amount of data allowing to assess the entrainment
rate at the dense zone's surface given the complexity of the process and lack of common agreement
on which is the dominating process. In general, in models presented in literature [23], [24] approach
based on ―projection‖ of solids volume fraction from the dense zone is used. This method, in a way,
assumes that there is no distinguishable limit between the dense phase and the freeboard zone,
which is true in the turbulent and fast fluidizing beds.
This approach might not be necessarily true especially in case of slow bubbling beds, where
bursting bubbles have insufficient energies to carry that amount of solids into the freeboard. Wen
and Chen [25] presented a different approach and the correlation between entrainment rate from the
bed and bubble diameter as well as excess gas flow term was developed and is presented in eq (4).
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 g3.5 g 0.5
2.5
F0  3.07  9
u

u
 At db


0
mf
 g2.5

(4)

2.2 Reaction kinetics
With progress of research in exploring new materials, most of the work is now focused on nonstoichiometric materials such as Ceria that showed higher oxygen storage capacity and able to
operate at lower reduction temperature. In reduction reactor, ceria releases oxygen and undergoes
thermal reduction while in oxidation reactor the reduced ceria undergoes oxidation with incoming
carbon dioxide and water producing carbon monoxide and hydrogen. The reactions of ceria
undergoing in both reactors are presented below:
x
H1
(5)
CeO2 

 CeO2-x  O2 : Reduction reactor
T1
2
H 2
CeO2-x  xCO2 
 CeO2  xCO : Oxidation reactor
(6)
T2
H 2
CeO2-x  xH2O 
 CeO2  xH2 : Oxidation reactor
T2

(7)

All of these reactions are heterogeneous and non–catalytic. Aside from the fact that reduction and
oxidation occur in different temperatures, they have also different energy effect. Ceria reduction
reaction (5) is endothermic while oxidation reactions (6) and (7) are exothermic.
The reactions (8), (9) and (10) are based on the non-stoichiometric ceria. Since there are no
thermodynamic properties of non-stoichiometric ceria available in literature, a different approach
has been used. The reduction reaction is modelled as equation (8). Here non–stoichiometry factor x
is used to define ratio between still unreacted ceria and reduced form–Ce2O3. Later mixture can be
used in the oxidation reaction such as equation (9) and (10).
kred
CeO2 
(1-2  x)CeO2  xCe2O3 + 0.5xO2

(8)

koxd
(1-2  x)CeO2  xCe2O3 + xCO2 
CeO2  xCO

(9)

(10)
(1-2  x)CeO2  xCe2O3 + xH2O  CeO2  xH2
In the kinetics model developed, degree of advancement of reaction is used instead of nonstoichiometry coefficient due to limitations explained earlier. This definition would require
calculation of separate α parameters for all of the reactions. It is noticed though, that degree of
advancement of the reaction can be calculated in terms of Ce2O3 content. It is represented by
equation (11)
koxd

α=

n Ce2O3
n Ce2O3  0.5  n CeO2

n Ce2O3  0.5  n CeO2  n OC

(11)
(12)

The equation (12) describes degree of reduction of ceria powder. Numerator contains information
about current content of Ce2O3 and denominator about maximum possible content of this species.
Thus denominator of this equation is always constant and represents molar flow of fully reduced
oxygen carrier (equation 12). More information on calculation of degree of advancement of reaction
is explained in the following subsections. Such formulation of degree of advancement of thermal
reduction reaction (∝red) suits reduction kinetic model developed by Ishida et al [26]. Nonstoichiometric coefficient is given as equation (13).

x=0.5αred

(13)
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Reduction kinetics
The thermal reduction kinetics are reported to be slow as the reaction is mainly depended on the
temperature only. Ishida et al [26] investigated ceria reduction considering N2 as sweep. Different
reaction models were correlated with the experimental data; the most fitting were reaction order–
based models F1-F3. From those, first order based model fitted overall data best, and thus the
following rate equation (14) was proposed.
dα red
 E 
=A red  exp  - red  (1-α red )
dt
 RT 

(14)

t=τ

α(τ)=(  n i dt)/n itot

(15)

t=0

Where αred is the degree of advancement and value of the parameters are given in table 2. R is the
universal gas constant (kJ/mol-K) and Ered is the reduction activation energy, ni is the current
quantity of the reactant i, mol; nitot is the total quantity of the reactant, if the reaction reached
equilibrium state, mol
Table 2: Ceria reduction rate equation coefficients presented by Ishidi et al [26]
Parameter
Value
Ared (1/s)
175.1
Ered, kJ/mol
172.1
Having defined derivative of degree of advancement of the reaction with respect to time as equation
(14), transition from this to reaction rates of the concerned species is done the following way by
equation (16).
n Ce2O3
dα red d 
= 
dt
dt  n Ce2O3 + 0.5n CeO2

 d  n Ce2O3
= 
 dt  n OC


 1  dn Ce2O3 
=


 n OC  dt 

(16)

Equation (16) combined with reduction model gives time derivative of the Ce2O3 molar flow rate.
This reaction has three species taking part in it, for each cerium oxide mole created two moles of
ceria are consumed and half of mole of oxygen gets released. Aside from stoichiometric
coefficients, knowledge of reaction time step is needed. In this discrete model particle residence
time is used as the time parameter. The thermal reduction reaction rates are presented as the
following equation (17), (18) and (19).
dα
(17)
k redCeO2 = -2  n OC red Δt
dt
dα
(18)
k redCe2O3 = 1 n OC red Δt
dt
dα
(19)
k redO2 = 0.5  n OC red Δt
dt

Oxidation kinetics
The oxidation kinetics for the ceria was adopted from [27]. The kinetic data reported is obtained for
thermally reduced ceria and oxidized by H2O and CO2 in the temperature range of 750-950oC for
water vapour and 650-875oC for carbon dioxide and volume fraction of H2O was varied from 2040% and CO2 between 10-40%. The reaction mechanism has been proposed in the general
formulation for the reaction rate as equation (20) and coefficients are listed in table 3.
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dαoxd
 E 
=A0  exp  - 0  yiγ (1-αoxd )n
dt
 RT 

(20)

Where αoxd is the degree of the advancement of the reaction, E0 is the oxidation activation energy, yi
is the oxidant molar fraction.
Table 3: Kinetic parameters of the oxidation reaction of reduced ceria obtained by Arifin [27]
Oxidant
Temp (oC) A0 (1/s)
E0 (KJ/mol) γ (-)
n(-)
750-950
1.0
29
0.89
1.0
CO2
650-725
4.2
47
0.53
1.0
750-800
3.4
45
0.65
1.2
H2O
825-875
2.5
41
0.7
1.7
It is stated that reaction of oxidation with water vapor is behaving similarly to homogeneous
reactions, i.e. its rate decelerates proportionally to the depletion of the reactants (1-αoxd). More so,
water splitting has relatively small activation energy of 29 kJ/mol, which helps its kinetics greatly.
The same analysis reported for carbon dioxide splitting revealed dependence of the rate-determining
step on the temperature of the process. It also indicates that as temperature increases carbon site
blocking and subsequent surface recombination stops, at 875oC only reaction pathway is direct
desorption of carbon monoxide from the particle surface. These phenomena cause change in the
coefficients γ and n (in table. 3). It is worth noticing here, in discussed research ceria sample was
constantly cycled and reused in different conditions, nevertheless Arifin [27] noted that overall
production of the fuel from the sample remained almost constant, though reaction times varied
because of varying temperatures and molar fractions of reactants.
For determination of reaction rates, the degree of advancement of oxidation reaction is calculated as
equation (21).
αoxd  1  αred
(21)
Independently of the selected oxidants CO2 and H2O, when one mole of each is consumed it leads
to simultaneous consumption of each mole of Ce2O3. As an effect two moles of Ceria and one mole
of CO and H2 is created. Taking this into account, the reaction rates for each species are listed as:
 dαoxdH2O dαoxdCO2 
k oxdCeO2 = 2  n OC 

(22)
 Δt
dt 
 dt

 dαoxdH2O dαoxdCO2 
k oxdCe2O3 = -1 n OC 

 Δt
dt 
 dt
dαoxdH2O
k oxdH2O = -1 n OC
Δt
dt
dαoxdH2O
k oxdH2 = 1 n OC
Δt
dt
dαoxdCO2
k oxdCO2 = -1 n OC
Δt
dt
dαoxdCO2
k oxdCO = 1 n OC
Δt
dt

(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)
(27)
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2.3 Validation
Overall hydrodynamics model has been tested against experimental data provided by Taghipour et
al. [28]. The experimental results were obtained on rectangular bed, this amplifies wall effects on
the experiment and thus results are different from what could be expected in the cylindrical set–up.
Neither specific distributor configuration nor pressure drop was reported, thus their values have had
to be assumed in the run. Validation has been done for the bed filled with spherical glass beads of
density of 2500 kg/m3. Average particle diameter was 275 μm. Experimental set–up bed dimensions
were 0.28m of width, 0.0025m of thickness, 1m of height. Modelled reactor dimensions were set to
0.28m of diameter and 1m of height. Distributor pressure drop of 0.3∆pb was assumed. Inlet gas
pressure was calculated to be higher than atmospheric by this value; in this situation dense phase
inlet pressure is equal to atmospheric. Mass holdup was calculated based on the data provided by
Taghipour et al [28]—static bed height of 0.4m and static solids volume fraction of 0.6. Based on
the data and on the reactor dimensions solids holdup is calculated as approximately 37 kg. Model
agreement with the experimental data was checked in 5 different inlet superficial gas velocities: 0.1;
0.2; 0.3; 0.4; 0.5 m/s. Three parameters have been compared between simulation and the
experimental data. In the experiment bed pressure drop increased from 4.5 to 5.75 kPa as the
superficial velocity increased, in the model this parameter is constant and equal to 5.9 kPa. Result is
slightly overestimated mainly due to the difference in bed geometries and difficulty in predicting
actual mass holdup in the bed. In addition, experimental pressure drop is calculated only up to 0.6m
of the bed height, while the modelled drop is across whole reactor.

Fig. 2. Comparison of the bed expansion coefficients obtained from the simulation and experiment.
#1 was obtained in the F0 projection model set–up, #2 Wen and Chen correlation F0 model set–up.
From the figure 2, it is shown that hydrodynamic bed model follows the behavior closely. It is noted
that for slow fluidizing beds in the area of minimum fluidization and minimum bubbling conditions
Wen and Chen model predicts bed behaviour much better—relative error of approx. 5%. In the
faster fluidizing regimes and vigorously bubbling beds projection of entrainment rate from the
dense phase surface fits experimental data more closely—relative error of approx. 7%. One of the
reasons for such behaviour might be the fact that in the slow fluidizing beds predominant particles
entrainment mechanism is bursting of bubbles represented in Wen and Chen model. As the
fluidization speed increases gases have more energy and start entraining particles also from the
dense phase. From these observations it is suggested to consider Wen and Chen‘s entrainment
model whenever superficial velocity is lower than 6umf, above this value the second discussed
model gives more accurate results. The difference in the fluid bed layouts is considered the main
reason for the discrepancies in between experimental data and the simulation. In the rectangular
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beds wall effects have significant influence on the particles movement and on the obtained results.
Bubbles rising in those types of beds are always slugs in one dimension, which influences
calculation of parameters such as voidage and subsequently bed expansion.

3. Model set-up and system analysis
In the system design and optimization, the important factors are the amount of bed material in the
two reactors that must be adequate for a sufficient conversion of reacting gas, and the circulation
rate between the reactors that must be high enough to transport the oxygen carriers to take away the
oxygen from the reacting gases and produce synthetic fuel; the third is the gas leakage between the
reactors that must be minimized. The first two are dependent on the characteristics of the oxygen
carrier used, as solid reactivity, type of metal oxide. In order to design the system, the reduction
reactor is firstly designed, and then the oxidation reactor as its size directly depends on the inlet
solids composition i.e., reduction process performance. The system layout was created with user
blocks in AspenPlus V8.8 and the hydrodynamics and kinetics are written in FORTRAN and linked
with AspenPlus. For thermophsyical properties, UNIFAC calculation method is adopted. The
description of the system layout is presented in figure 3.

Fig. 3. System layout of the interconnected fluidized bed

4. Results
The reduction reactor considered has oxygen carriers with average particle diameter of 100 μm and
sphericity of s  1 . The reduction reactor has 1 m of diameter and 3 m of height. Orifice distributor
is selected with pressure drop considered as 0.4∆pb. The gas distributor has orifices in triangular
configuration with spacing of lor=0.03m and number of orifice considered are nor=1008. Minimum
fluidization velocity was determined by Ergun equation, solids entrainment at the bed surface
projected model was selected and Elutriation rate constant is calculated based on Wen and Chen
model. Both dense and freeboard zone were divided into 100 elements and particles were divided
into 100 size classes of Geldart B classification. The reactor is modelled as isothermal but the
reaction in the reactor is endothermic. Thus, to keep the temperature constant certain amount of heat
has to be delivered. The heat required in the reduction reactor is determined by equation (28).

Qred = mgin h gin + msin hsin - mgout h gout - msout hsout

(28)
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Where ‗gin‘ denotes the inlet gas stream, ‗sin‘ is the inlet solids stream, ‗gout‘ is the outlet gas
stream and ‗sout‘ is the outlet solids stream. The make-up solid inlet stream of 5 kg/s of Ceria is
considered.
The inlet gas sweep gas stream for reduction reactor was considered as N2. The temperature in the
reactor is varied from 1300-1600oC range. The lower limit has been determined as the point in
which the reduction reaction starts to be noticeable by releasing oxygen, though it occurs also in
lower temperatures but with very low reduction rates. The upper limit of the temperature is chosen
such that to avoid the significant sintering of the particles in the bed, though from the kinetics the
higher the temperature the more the oxygen release. The velocity of inlet sweep Nitrogen was 0.05
m3/s and solid inventory of the reduction reactor assumed as 3600 kg. The oxidation reactor was set
to 2 m diameter and 2 m height with a solid inventory of 6000 kg fixed. The temperature of
oxidation reactor is varied from 700-1000oC. The inlet gas flow and its composition (H2O:CO2:4:1)
were 60% with remaining N2 in order to assess performance to access the H2/CO ratio at the
exhaust.
It can be seen from the figure 4, with the increase of the reduction temperature, the oxygen
production at the exit of reduction reactor increases. This is due to non-stoichiometric ceria is
releasing oxygen and oxygen vacancies are created before it is being transported to the oxidation
reactor. It is observed that the O2 release reaches the maximum value of 0.001 kmol/s for the
reduction temperature of 1550 oC. The influence of oxygen release in the reduction reactor has very
little influence of oxidation reactor temperature.

Fig. 4. Oxygen output at the exit of the reduction reactor for various oxidation and reduction
temperatures

Fig. 5. H2 and CO production at the exit of the oxidation reactor for varying oxidation and
reduction temperatures.
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From Figure 5 it is seen that the H2 production and CO production both increases with increase of
reduction temperatures with the maximum H2 as 0.00178 kmol/s and CO as 5.6e-04 kmol/s. The
result shows that the profiles of production of both the species are different and leading to higher
and higher H2/CO ratio with increase of difference of temperatures between the reactors. It also
signifies the kinetics of H2 is fast and favourable at higher temperature of oxidation reactor for a
particular reduction temperature, whereas for CO it is seen that the reaction is favourable at lower
temperature but it follows the slow kinetics making the H2/CO ratio higher. In order to have
appreciable H2/CO ratio it would be wise to operate the oxidation reactor around 700-800oC and
reduction reactor between 1400-1500oC.
Energy efficiency of the process can be calculated assuming that both reduction reactor and solids
released from the oxidation reactor are preheated with solar source, with efficiency s  0.85 .
Equation (29) is system efficiency considering the pre-heating of the solids, gas reactants in both
the reactor and heat recuperated from solids.

sysII =

mH 2 LHVH 2  mCO LHVCO  Qoxd + Qscld
1
(Qred + Qspht + Qloss )

(29)

s

Where Qloss = 0.1 (Qred + Qspht ) and Qscld is the heat recovered from solids from reduction reactor
before it enters oxidation reactor, Qoxd heat recovered from the oxidation reactor, Qred heat
recovered from the reduction reactor, Qspht heat delivered to solids for preheating, Qloss heat loss in
the system.

Fig. 6. System efficiency of the ceria for varying temperatures of reduction and oxidation reactors.
It is noted that from figure 6, the efficiency of the system is depended on both the reactor
temperatures. With increase of difference of temperature the efficiency of the system increases.
With lowest temperature difference between the reactors, the achieved efficiency was 23.4% and
with higher the temperature difference, the efficiency of the system increases to 67.4%. For optimal
H2/CO ratio, the oxidation temperature range was between 800-900oC and reduction reactor
between 1400-1500oC is in the range of 50-56% quantitatively.

5. Conclusion
In the paper, we developed an interconnected fluidized bed model for chemical looping of ceria for
two step syngas thermochemical dissociation of CO2 and H2. The hydrodynamics and kinetics for
the model is written and compiled in FORTRAN kinetic subroutine and hooked in Aspen Plus
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V8.8. It was considered that both oxidation and reduction reactors were operating in bubbling
fluidized regime. It is assumed that the reduction reactor heat is supplied by solar energy heat
source that could raise the temperature between 1300-1550oC. The oxidation reactor where the
CO2/H2O was fed for their splitting was varied between 700-1000oC. The effect of difference
temperature between the reactors was investigated and found that for optimal H2/CO ratio the
oxidation temperature has to be between 700-900oC. It is found that the maximum efficiency
achieved is 67.4% corresponds to highest temperature difference between the reactors but the
optimal condition described would have efficiency of around 56.4%.
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